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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the requirements for a mobile
robotic prototype with a manipulator arm and a
printing head for additive layer manufacturing of
lunar regolith simulant are described. The requirements for the rover, the arm, and the printing head
are examined separately. The selection process of
the hardware is explained based on the requirements and the available hardware.
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INTRODUCTION

When it comes to manned planetary exploration,
life-supporting infrastructure and technology is
prerequisite. One idea for planetary exploration
is ESA’s Moon village, a shared infrastructure for
several organizations on the Moon [1]. To create
such an infrastructure and thus to enable a permanent human presence on the Moon, new technologies for in-situ resource utilization (ISRU) are required. Therefore, a mobile prototype to demonstrate the ability of additive layer manufacturing
(ALM) of lunar regolith without additives is currently under development at the Institute of Space
Systems and the Institute for Engineering Design
from TU Braunschweig. The use of a mobile platform enables manufacturing at several locations
which is an advantage compared to fixed structures like the D-shape printer [2]. The D-shape
printer requires binders for the ALM process. To
avoid the use of binders, several ALM processes
without additives are under development, such as
solar sintering [3], microwave sintering [4], selective laser melting [5] and Powder-Feed Fused
Deposition Modelling (PF-FDM). The PF-FDM
process is developed in the scope of 3D4Space.
3D4Space is an innovative network consisting of
five institutes from three universities in the area
of Braunschweig, Germany. It is organized into
seven interconnected sub-projects that develop
key technology for a future Moon village. This includes ISRU, recycling technology, terramechanics research and scenario analysis. Within ISRU,
3D4Space focuses on the development of the PF-

FDM process through the development of the regolith simulants TUBS-M for mare and TUBS-T
for terrae areas and the development and testing of
a printing head mounted on a mobile robotic printing platform. Currently, 3D4Space is the only
project known to the authors that researches the
whole process chain, from developing and analyzing the regolith simulant, over developing and
testing the printing head, up to mobilizing the
whole ALM process.
The requirements for the printing process are detailed in section 2. Based on them, the prototype
design is justified. The design consists of three
subsystems whose requirements and hardware solutions are derived in section 3 for the printing
head, in section 4 for the robotic arm and in section 5 for the rover. The selected prototype is presented in section 6. Finally, the paper ends with a
conclusion (section 7).
Different types of requirements are distinguished.
The first type are shall-have requirements S . If
they cannot be fulfilled, the respective goal can
not be achieved. The second type of requirements
are should-have requirements W. The goals can
still be partly met, if those weak requirements can
not be realized. The last type are may-have requirements M. They are suggestions to account
for properties that are nice-to-have
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2.1

THE PRINTING PROCESS
Requirements For The Printing
Process

The printing process under development is designed for creating habitats and other infrastructure on the Moon. The Moon offers vacuum and
low gravity conditions. That is why the printing
process shall operate under these conditions (req
1.1 and 1.2, see Tab. 1). As bringing resources
from Earth to Moon is very expensive, the construction of the habitats must be designed to use
as many lunar resources as possible. The most
abundant resources on the lunar surface are sun-

light and regolith. Sunlight can be used to produce electrical energy. Electrical energy has a lot
of advantages, such as being storable. Besides,
other energy sources are difficult to provide on the
Moon. Consequently, the printing prototype shall
use only electrical energy (req 1.3).
Lunar regolith is a mineral powder that can be
found all over the Moon’s surface. Therefore, it
shall be used as in-situ construction material. Until today, only a small amount of lunar regolith has
been brought to Earth to be analyzed in laboratories. Therefore, real lunar regolith it is not available for printing tests. As a result, lunar regolith
simulant has to be used for printing process development (req 1.4) and no other consumables shall
be used for the process (req 1.5). The ALM process shall be designed in a way that no raw material preparation processes except sieving are necessary (req 1.6).
Until now, it is not defined at which site on the
Moon habitats will be constructed. Consequently,
the printing process shall be applicable at any
place on the lunar surface (req 1.7). As the printing process takes some time, the printing task
shall be performed autonomously (req 1.8). The
requirements for the printing process are listed in
Tab. 1.
Table 1: Requirements for the printing process
Req.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

2.2

Requirement
Print in vacuum conditions
Print in low gravity conditions
Use only electrical energy
Process lunar regolith
Use only regolith
Preperation: only sieving
Print at any place on the
lunar surface
Print autonomously

the rover. Thus, the resulting distance between the
center of the arm mounting and the center of the
printing head d can be expressed as
d = r + dd + lrover .

(1)

Figure 1: Schematic view on the rover-armprototype with printing head as payload
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3.1

THE PRINTING HEAD
The Powder-Feed Fused Deposition
Modeling Process

The printing head will use the PF-FDM process
developed within 3D4Space. The PF-FDM process was selected because it can fulfill the requirements described in section 2.1. It is based on the
fused deposition modeling process but uses powder instead of filaments. A scheme of the PF-FDM
printing head is shown in Fig. 2.

Type
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

Overview Over The Printing
Prototype

Based on the requirements in Tab. 1, a prototype
design consisting of a printing head for processing
regolith simulant, a robotic manipulator arm for
autonomous positioning of the printing head and
a rover to enable mobile operation is used. Fig.
1 shows the schematic assembling of the mobile
printing prototype. The printing head has a radius
of r and its outer edge is located at a distance dd to
the front of the rover. The robotic arm is mounted
on the rover at a distance lrover from the front of

Figure 2: Scheme of the printing head
It has a funnel-like material deposit filled with regolith simulant. From there, regolith simulant is
transported into the melting zone by rotation of
a ceramic conveyor screw. There, the material is
partly melted at temperatures above 900 ◦C and
extruded through a nozzle. In order to locally
separate the extrusion mechanism from the melting zone, the screw is able to move vertically and
thereby push cold regolith simulant into the melting zone where it in turn displaces molten material
through the nozzle.

3.2

Melting Tests

To define a proper printing temperature, melting tests are performed with the regolith simulants (see Fig. 3). Through the variation of the
melting temperature, different characteristics of
the cooled melt can be achieved. The characteristics of the cooled TUBS-M are found to vary
between sintered-like porous behavior up to very
hard, glass-like properties, depending on the maximum temperature the regolith simulant was exposed to. It results that structures with different
properties can be constructed using TUBS-M by
applying different temperatures.

Figure 3: TUBS-M melting probes. The maximum
temperature increases from the left to the right.

3.3

of its relatively high hardness, melting point, low
thermal expansion, as well as its low costs.
Because of the low flowability, transportation of
regolith from the funnel and through the extrusion
tube proves difficult. If the material is too finely
grained, the rotating extrusion screw might form
a tunnel without material in which it moves without resistance. Even though this problem can be
prevented by bringing vibration into the system,
this approach presumably reduces the accuracy of
the printing result. If the material is too coarse,
single grains might jam the screw and drastically
raise abrasion. The tribologically best screw geometry for a wide variety of applications is still to
be determined.
As the printing head will be positioned by the
robotic arm, it must provide an arm-mountinginterface (req 2.5). The resulting printing head
prototype is expected to have a mass between 5
and 8 kg.

Requirements For The Printing
Head

Table 2: Requirements for the printing head
Req.
2.1
2.2

It resulted from the melting tests that the printing
head shall heat the lunar regolith simulant up to
temperatures between 900 ◦C and 1400 ◦C. When
considering thermal losses, the heating unit needs
to provide temperatures up to 1500 ◦C (req 2.1,
see Tab. 2). To achieve the necessary temperatures, tungsten heating wire is currently used. In
the future, MoSi2 heating elements are planned to
be integrated instead. While the low pressure and
low abundance of oxygen on the Moon principally
allow the use of tungsten without additional inert
gas, heating via MoSi2 which forms a protective
quartz glass layer, is better suited for a prototype
on Earth (req 1.5).
High abrasiveness as well as the high melting
point of lunar regolith simulant have to be taken
into account when choosing materials for constructing the printing head. In order to avoid abrasion of the components, each part in contact to
moving regolith simulant shall have higher hardness than the hardest constituent of the powder
(req 2.2). Additionally, materials in contact with
molten regolith simulant have to be sufficiently
thermoresistant to subdue temperatures of up to
1500 ◦C (req 2.3) and withstand thermal shock of
several heating cycles (req 2.4). This severely restricts the choices for suitable materials.
For the prototype, aluminum oxide ceramic was
chosen for the extruder pipe and nozzle because

2.3
2.4

2.5

4
4.1

Requirement
Provide temperatures up to 1500◦C
Tube and screw material: be harder
than the hardest constituent of
the regolith simulant
Tube and nozzle material: survive
temperatures of up to 1500 ◦C
Tube and nozzle material:
Withstand thermal shocks from
several heating cycles
Provide a mounting interface
to the robotic arm

Type
S
S

S
S

S

THE ROBOTIC ARM
Requirements For The Robotic Arm

The main task of the robotic arm is to carry the
printing head with a mass of 5 - 8 kg. Consequently, the arm needs to be able to carry payloads up to 8 kg (req 3.1, see Tab. 3). To obtain a
useful printing result, the arm shall not only carry
the printing head but position it with a high accuracy. As no tests can be made to define a minimum
required accuracy for the printing process before
choosing an arm, the positioning accuracy of the
arm should be as high as possible (req 3.2). It is
expected that the accuracy of current robotic arms
for industrial applications is high enough for the
printing process.

Eq. 1 describes the geometric relationships of the
prototype. It reveals that the printing head must
be at a minimum distance of lrover + r ≈ 30 cm
from the arm mounting during the printing process, so that the printing head extrudes the melt in
front of the rover. However, the robotic arm must
be longer than this distance in order to change the
printing head’s position during the ALM process.
Additionally, a security distance between rover
and printing head must be kept to protect the rover
against the heat of the printing process. Therefore,
a minimum arm length of 80 cm is required (req
3.3).
The robotic arm must provide six degrees of freedom. Three translational degrees of freedom are
required to print three dimensional objects and
three rotational degrees of freedom are necessary
to align the printing head to the gravitational direction at any time. This is achieved by using a
robotic arm with six independent axes (req 3.4).
Controlling a robotic arm with more than six axes
is challenging and therefore not desired for this
application.
The arm will be operated in Moon-like, hence
dusty, environments. To prevent damaging, it
should be highly protected against fine dust. To
achieve this, req 3.5 states that the arm and its control box must be dust-tight which means classified
as protection class IP6x.
The arm is carried by the rover. The sum of the
masses of the arm marm , the arm’s control box
macb , the printing head mph and its supply structures msupply
marm + macb + mph + msupply < mpayload,rover

(2)

must be smaller than the rover’s maximum payload capacity mpayload,rover (req 3.6). For accurate
positing of the rover and low energy consumption, the arm and its control box should be as
lightweight as possible (req 3.7 and 3.8).
The payload area of the rover is approximately 95
x 80 cm. This area is occupied by the control box
of the rover, the control box of the arm and the
arm itself. To save space, the control hardware of
the arm is integrated into the rovers control box.
This even increases the dust protection level of the
arms control hardware. To enable the hardware integration of the arms control box, it must be small
enough to fit into the rovers control box (req 3.9).
To be independent from external power supplies,
the robotic arm is powered by the rover‘s battery.

As battery power is limited, the energy consumption of the robotic arm must be as low as possible
to increase the operation time of the prototype (req
3.10).
The arm is operated on a mobile platform. Consequently, it is difficult to include protection devices
for human interaction, such as fences or light barriers. Therefore, a robotic arm that does not require additional safety devices is beneficial for the
prototype. These types of robots are often referred
to as collaborative. In Germany, EN ISO 1021181 and EN ISO 102118-2 currently regulate the
safety requirements for collaborative robots. Regarding to it, power and force limited robots can
be operated without security fence [6]. Based on
this, the robotic arm for the prototype shall be
power and force limited (req 3.11). All requirements mentioned in this section are listed in Tab.
3.
Table 3: Requirements for the arm
Req.
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11

4.2

Requirement
Carry payloads up to 8 kg
Positioning accuracy as high as
possible
Arm length of at least 80 cm
Six independent axes
Dust-tight (protection class IP6x)
Fulfill Eq. 2
marm as low as possible
macb as low as possible
Small control box
Low energy consumption
Power and force limited

Type
S
W
S
S
W
S
W
W
S
W
S

Hardware For The Robotic Arm

After comparing several robotic arms with the requirements in Tab. 3, two arms are selected for
a detailed comparison because they fulfill the requirements best. The first is the UR10 arm from
Universal Robots [7] and the other is the Powerball LWA 4D from Schunk [8]. A brief comparison of both regarding the requirements defined in
section 4.1 is given in Tab. 4.
Both robotic arms are very suitable for mobile applications because they have small control boxes
(req 3.9) and are lightweight (req 3.7 and 3.8).
Consequently, they fulfill Eq. 2 (req 3.6). They
are able to carry payloads of 10 kg (req 3.1) and
have a protection class of IP54. They do therefore

req.
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11

Table 4: Comparison of the arms
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UR10 [7]
10 kg
±0.1mm
1300 mm
6 axes
IP54
mplr = 55.9kg
marm = 28.9 kg
macb = 17 kg
475 x 423 x 268 mm
av. 250 W
max. 500 W
Power and force limited

5.1

LWA 4D [8]
10 kg
±0.15mm
1113.4 mm
7 axes
IP54
mplr = 18 kg
marm = 18 kg
macb = 0 kg
integrated
av. 120 W
max. 360 W
Unclear

THE ROVER
Requirements For The Rover

The main task of the rover is to mobilize the
robotic arm and the printing head. Consequently,
it must be able to carry the weight of the arm, the
arm’s control box, the printing head and the supply structures, see Eq. 2. Using the data from section 3.3 and 4.2, and estimating msupply = 1.1 kg,
the minimum required payload capacity of the
rover
mplr = marm + macb + mph + msupply
= 28.9 kg + 17 kg + 8 kg + 1.1 kg

(3)

= 55 kg
not fulfill req 3.5. As no suiting robotic arm with a
protection class of IP6x was found, it was decided
to use the arm along with a protection textile to
provide additional dust protection.
Regarding the energy consumption, the Powerball
LWA 4D is superior to the UR10. It has an average energy consumption of 120 W, compared
to 250 W for the UR10 arm. Additionally, it has
an integrated battery that lasts up to 8 h and thus
makes the arm independent from external power
supply (req 3.10). Furthermore, the mass of the
Powerball LWA 4D arm is only 18 kg and thus
10.9 kg less than the mass of the UR10 (req 3.7).
As the control of the Powerball is integrated into
the arm, it needs no additional control box (req
3.9). Consequently, the overall mass of the arm
system by Schunk is even 27.9 kg smaller than the
controlled UR10 (req 3.8). The analysis reveals
that the Powerball LWA 4D arm is suited very well
to applications on a mobile robot.
Nevertheless, the UR10 arm was chosen for the
prototype. The main reason is that the company
that integrates the robotic arm on the rover is already experienced with robotic arms from Universal robots. Therefore, it can be expected that this
integration will be faster and less troublesome.
Also, it could not finally be clarified whether the
the Powerball LWA 4D arm is power and forcelimited or not (req 3.11). Besides this, the repeating accuracy of the UR10 is ±0.05 mm higher
than the repeating accuracy of the Powerball (req
3.2). In contrast to the seven-axis Schunk Powerball LWA 4D arm, the UR10 arm has six axes
(req 3.4). Additionally, the UR10 has an approximately 186 mm longer reach (req 3.3) than the
Powerball LWA 4D arm.

is 55 kg (req 4.1, see Tab. 5). In some test environments, it may be necessary to carry a generator
to provide energy for the printing head during the
printing process. Therefore, a payload capacity of
at least 100 kg is preferred (req 4.2).
The rover shall furthermore serve as a stable base
during the printing process. This means that it is
forbidden to tip over, even the arm with the printing head is fully extended (req 4.3).
To show the abilities of the prototype, it will be
tested in Moon-like terrains, such as the LUNA
analogue [9] or quarries. Consequently, the rover
needs to be protected against fine dust (req 4.4).
Furthermore, it must provide sufficient ground
clearance and mobility to transverse the terrain.
Based on research about the lunar terrain, the
rover shall drive on slopes with an angle of up
to 25 ◦ (req 4.5). The rover should provide fourwheel drive, in case that one wheel gets stuck in
the dusty ground or lifted up by an obstacle, for
example a big stone (req 4.6).
The rover’s battery shall provide enough energy
for operating the rover and the robotic arm for at
least three hours (req 4.7) during test campaigns.
A rover with an exchangeable battery is beneficial (req 4.8). The power capacity of the battery
is a very useful information during a test campaign. Therefore, the rover system should send
data about the power capacity and other telemetry
data (req 4.9).
For first tests, the rover is controlled with a remote control (req 4.10). In a later stage of the
project, the rover should be able to be teleoperated. It should therefore provide respective connection devices and enough computing power for

autonomous navigation (req 4.11).
Finally, the rover must fit through the 90 cm wide
door of the rover laboratory. Consequently, the
rover shall be more narrow than 88 cm (req 4.12).
An overview about the requirements for the rover
is given in Tab. 5.
Table 5: Requirements for the rover
Req.
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12

5.2

Requirement
Carry payloads of at least 55 kg
Carry payloads of 100 kg
No tip over with arm fully extended
Dust-tight (Protection class IP6x)
Traverse slopes of at least 25 ◦
All-wheel drive
Battery operation of at least 3 h
Exchangeable battery
Send telemetry data
Be remote controlled
Hardware for teleoperation
Be more narrow than 88 cm

Type
S
M
S
W
S
W
W
M
M
S
W
S

Hardware For The Rover

The search for suitable mobile rovers revealed that
there are only a few companies worldwide that
produce big outdoor rovers. The rover that is finally selected for the 3D4Space prototype based
on the requirements in Tab. 5 is called Innok
Heros 444 and is produced by Innok Robotics
GmbH, a robotic company that produces adjustable rovers for agriculture and other mobile
automation tasks [10]. Tab. 6 shows the properties of the Innok Heros 444 rover regarding the
requirements defined in section 5.1.
The Innok Heros 444 rover has a sufficient high
payload capacity of 200 kg (req 4.1 and 4.2).
Its protection class IP65 leads to full protection
against the fine dust of the test environments (req
4.4). It provides four-wheel drive (req 4.6) and
an exchangeable battery (req 4.8). The Heros 444
has Lithium-batteries that provide at least 4 hours
of continuous operation of the arm and the rover
(req 4.7). It has a remote control (4.10) with a
battery status display (req 4.9). The status of the
battery is indicated by colors, similar to a traffic
light system. [11]
For teleoperation, the rover has a WIFI connection
and an integrated computer. It can be commanded
using the Robotic Operating System (ROS) Kinetic Kame and thus autonomous operation of the
rover and the arm are enabled. The computer provides an Intel Core i5 CPU that is expected to be

Table 6: Requirement fulfillment list of the Innok
Heros 444
Req.
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12

Innok Heros 444 [11]
Up to 200 kg payload
Up to 200 kg payload
No tip over, see Eq. 4
IP65
Slopes of ≈ 40 ◦ , see [12]
Four-wheel drive
At least 4 h of mobile operation
Exchangeable battery
Provides telemetry data,
including battery status
Remotely controllable
Onboard computer
80 cm wide

sufficient for computing simple autonomous navigation and printing algorithms (req 4.11).
The rover is 95 cm long, 80 cm wide, and 45 cm
high, neglecting the arm and the control box (req
4.12). It has a ground clearance of 16.8 cm and
a maximum velocity of 3.2 km
h . The wheels have
a turf tread profile. The turf tread profile leads to
a big contact area of the wheel on the ground and
thus to a reduced sinkage into the regolith powder
compared to profiles with smaller contact areas.
[11]
To verify req 4.3, the rover’s forces have to be
evaluated. Fig. 4 shows the free cutting of the
prototype. As all forces act along the z-axis, they
will be treated as scalars in the following calculations.

Figure 4: Forces at the rover standing on flat
ground
Tab. 7 gives an overview over the masses m and
the respective weight forces Fg , obtained by multiplying the mass with the gravitational acceleration along the z-axis g = 9.81 sm2 .

Table 7: Masses and weight forces of the rover
Mass
mcb = 5 kg
mrover = 120 kg
marm = 29 kg
mph = 8 kg

Force
Fg,cb = 49.05 N
Fg,rover = 1177.20 N
Fg,arm = 284.49 N
Fg,ph = 78.48 N

The respective distances are given in Tab. 8. It
is assumed that the printig head has a diameter of
200 mm and that the center of mass is located in
the middle of each part. The negative sign is to
account for the direction of the resulting torque.
Table 8: Distances between the center of mass of
each part and point P along the x-axis
Distances
dcb = 392 mm
dwheel = 642 mm
darm = − 650 mm
dph = −1400 mm
If the rover does not tip over, the respective torque
My(P) needs to be positive. Substituting the data
yields
1
· Fg,rover · dwheel
2
+ Fg,arm · darm + Fg,ph · dph
1
= 49.05 N · 0.392 m + · 1177.20 N · 0.642 m
2
+ 284.49 N · (−0.650 m) + 78.48 N · (−1.4 m)
≈ 102.32 Nm > 0 Nm
(4)
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CONCLUSION

This paper described the requirements for a prototype to demonstrate the mobile PF-FDM process of lunar regolith. It explained the requirements and challenges for designing such a prototype. The prototype’s hardware is presented
and it is explained how it fulfills the specified requirements. The final prototype MIRA3D consists of the Heros 444 rover, the UR10 robotic arm
and a PF-FDM printing head under development.
For a proof-of-concept, it will be tested in Moonlike environments like the LUNA analogue facility from ESA EAC. Successful printing tests will
increase the Technology Readiness Level of lunar
ISRU and will thus be the next step towards exploration of the Moon, the Mars and beyond.
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My(P) = Fg,cb · dcb +

which indicates that the prototype does not tip
over with its arm fully extended and the printing
head mounted (req 4.3).
Similar to this calculation, it can be shown that the
prototype does not tip over on slopes with an angle
of 25 ◦ (req 4.5). To do this, the weight forces on
the rover have to be evaluated at an inclined plane.
The respective calculation can be found in [12].
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THE PROTOTYPE MIRA3D

Selecting the hardware for the prototype was an
iterative process because the abilities and limitations of the arm affected the rover and the other
way around. More details about the requirements
and the hardware selection process can be found
in [12]. The assembled prototype is called MIRA3D, see Fig. 5. First test show that the prototype MIRA3D is suitable to fulfill the goals of
3D4Space.
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